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The students of Final year Under Graduation and Post Graduation had a hand a session on “Software Industry perspective on Software Testing”, on 17th March at Physics Department Smart class room organized by Prof J. Jerald Inico, Department of Computer Science. The Seminar was presided by Mr. Rajah Mohammed, Senior Manager – Testing Services, Cognizant Technology Solutions. It wasn't the first time that such an initiative was taken as previously Prof. Jerald Inico a month back organized a Project Handling session for juniors. Such sessions has helped students extensively to do their projects and industry ready.
Mr. Mohammed, the resource person of the day, belongs to the Insurance domain in Cognizant Technology Solutions. The privilege to have him in the college was clearly evident from the enthusiastic and eager faces that couldn't resist shooting their questions at the speaker to get it cleared. The seminar kick started with the introduction of Testing in a professional scenario. Since Testing is highly technical and was difficult for the students to absorb as it was presented, hence Mr. Mohammed took the pain and effort to decipher all and to put it in simple layman words for better understanding of students. The bewildered look at many faces seems to calm down no sooner
once the students got to have a grasp on the subjects.

The session covered with introduction of Testing and importance of Testing. The Life Cycle of Software was also introduced with respect to relevancy of Software Testing. Mr Mohammed also talked about the Software Industry phase from its evolution birth to its future expectancy.

The session also had an interesting turn when Prof. A. Amali Asha was honored with Ponn Aadai for her recent achievement of Doctorate title on completion of her PhD recently. She was overjoyed by
the surprise honor arranged for her. Dr. A. Amali Asha thanked everyone for honoring her amidst all and encouraged all the students to attain even greater heights.

The session ended with applause for the knowledge provided by the resource person. After the session it was noticed many students personally thanked the resource person for providing the amazing experience and was seen exchanging contacts. Overall it was a great step took by Prof. J Jerald Inico as usual to make his students future ready with his usual out of box thinking and by his usual motivation for students to look a step further ahead than the prescribed curriculum.